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(Extended Abstract) 

The technique of Abstract Interpretation [11] has allowed the development 
of sophisticated program analyses which are provably correct and practical. The 
semantic approximations produced by such analyses have been traditionally ap-
plied to optimization during program compilation. However, recently, novel and 
promising applications of semantic approximations have been proposed in the 
more general context of program validation and debugging [3, 9, 7]. 

We study the case of (Constraint) Logic Programs (CLP), motivated by the 
comparatively large body of approximation domains, inference techniques, and 
tools for abstract interpretation-based semantic analysis which have been de-
veloped to a powerful and mature level for this programming paradigm (see, 
e.g., [23, 8, 18, 6, 12] and their references). These systems can approximate at 
compile-time a wide range of properties, from directional types to determinacy 
or termination, always safely, and with a significant degree of precisión. Thus, 
our approach is to take advantage of these advances in program analysis tools 
within the context of program validation and debugging, rather than using tra-
ditional proof-based methods (e.g., [1, 2, 13, 17, 28]), developing new tools and 
procedures, such as specific concrete [4, 15, 16] or abstract [9, 10] diagnosers and 
declarative debuggers, or limiting error detection to run-time checking [28]. 

In this talk we discuss these issues and present a framework for combined 
static/dynamic validation and debugging using semantic approximations [7, 26, 
21] which is meant to be a part of an advanced program development envi-
ronment comprising a variety of co-existing tools [14]. Program validation and 
detection of errors is first performed at compile-time by inferring properties of 
the program via abstract interpretation-based static analysis and comparing this 
information against (partial) speciñcations written in terms of assertions. Such 
assertions are linguistic constructions which allow expressing properties of pro
grams. 

Classical examples of assertions are type declarations (e.g., in the context of 
(C)LP those used by [22, 27, 5]). However, herein we are interested in supporting 
a more general setting in which assertions can be of a much more general nature, 
stating additionally other properties, some of which cannot always be determined 
statically for all programs. These properties may include properties defined by 
means of user programs and extend beyond the predefined set which may be 
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natively understandable by the available static analyzers. Also, in the proposed 
framework only a small number of (even zero) assertions may be present in the 
program, i.e., the assertions are optional. In general, we do not wish to limit the 
programming language or the language of assertions unnecessarily in order to 
make the validity of the assertions statically decidable (and, consequently, the 
proposed framework needs to deal throughout with approximations). We present 
a concrete language of assertions which allows writing this kind of (partial) 
specifications for (C)LP [25]. 

The assertion language is also used by the compiler to express both the in-
formation inferred by the analysis and the results of the comparisons performed 
against the specifications.1 These comparisons can result in proving statically 
(i.e., at compile-time) that the assertions hold (i.e., they are validated) or that 
they are violated, and thus bugs have been detected. User-provided assertions 
(or parís of assertions) which cannot be statically proved ñor disproved are op-
tionally translated into run-time tests. Both the static and the dynamic checking 
are provably safe in the sense that all errors flagged are definite violations of the 
specifications. 

We illustrate the practical usefulness of the framework by demonstrating 
what is arguably the first and most complete implementation of these ideas: 
CiaoPP, the Ciao system preprocessor [24, 20]. Ciao is a public-domain, next-
generation (constraint) logic programming system, which supports ISO-Prolog, 
but also, selectively for each module, puré logic programming, functions, con-
straints, objects, or higher-order. Ciao is specifically designed to a) be highly 
extendible and b) support modular program analysis, debugging, and optimiza-
tion. The latter tasks are performed in an integrated fashion by CiaoPP. 

CiaoPP, which incorporates analyses developed by several groups in the com-
munity, uses abstract interpretation to infer properties of program predicates and 
literals, including types, modes and other variable instantiation properties, non-
failure, determinacy, bounds on computational cost, bounds on sizes of terms in 
the program, etc. It processes modules separately, performing incremental anal
ysis. CiaoPP can find errors at compile-time (or perform partial verification), 
by checking how programs cali system librarles and also by checking assertions 
present in the program or in other modules used by the program. This allows 
detecting errors in user programs even if they contain no assertions. In addition, 
CiaoPP also performs program transformations and optimizations such as múl
tiple abstract specialization, parallelization (including granularity control), and 
inclusión of run-time tests for assertions which cannot be checked completely at 
compile-time. 

The implementation of the preprocessor is generic in that it can be easily 
customized to different CLP systems and dialects and in that it is designed to 
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allow the integration of additional analyses in a simple way (for example, it has 
been adapted for use with the CHIP CLP(fd) system). 

M o r e info: For more information, full versions of selected papers and techni-
cal reports, and /o r to download Ciao and other related systems please access 
h t t p : / / w w w . c l i p . d i a . f i . u p m . e s / . 

K e y w o r d s : Global Analysis, Debugging, Verification, Parallelization, Optimiza-
tion, Abstract Interpretation. 
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